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Abstract—We present a deep learning-based method for propagating spatially-varying visual material attributes (e.g. texture maps or
image stylizations) to larger samples of the same or similar materials. For training, we leverage images of the material taken under
multiple illuminations and a dedicated data augmentation policy, making the transfer robust to novel illumination conditions and affine
deformations. Our model relies on a supervised image-to-image translation framework and is agnostic to the transferred domain; we
showcase a semantic segmentation, a normal map, and a stylization. Following an image analogies approach, the method only requires
the training data to contain the same visual structures as the input guidance. Our approach works at interactive rates, making it suitable
for material edit applications. We thoroughly evaluate our learning methodology in a controlled setup providing quantitative measures of
performance. Last, we demonstrate that training the model on a single material is enough to generalize to materials of the same type
without the need for massive datasets.
Index Terms—Artificial intelligence, Artificial neural network, Machine vision, Image texture, Graphics, Computational photography
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I NTRODUCTION

T

HE development of effective and editable material models is becoming increasingly important so that users of
virtual prototyping, video-games or AR/VR applications
can have compelling and realistic experiences. For instance,
allowing for the creation of virtual environments that surpass
the uncanny valley, or empowering artists to create breathtaking visual settings. Effective material representations
require understanding the properties that uniquely define
them, which we refer to as visual material attributes. These
attributes are spatially-varying parameters that maintain
spatial coherency with respect to the material structure, while
remaining invariant to changes in the scene illumination or
the geometry of the underlying object. For example, they
may represent optical properties of a microfacet spatiallyvarying BRDF [1] (albedo, normals, roughness, anisotropy,
etc.), but also artistic stylizations or higher-level properties,
as in semantic segmentation masks.
Obtaining these attributes for large material samples is
problematic (e.g. requiring large capturing setups or tedious
manual input), and can be addressed by estimating these
properties in small exemplars and, later, propagating –or
transferring– them to the large input image, which serves
as guidance. This propagation requires adapting to the
local and global spatial regularities of the material, which
can be challenging if the input guidance image suffers
from inhomogeneous illumination, unknown scale, or affine
distortions (see Figure 1, second column).
The problem has been formulated within the context of
image analogies [3], and addressed via PatchMatch-based
synthesis [4], look-up-tables [5], or neural networks [6], by
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Fig. 1: The input exemplars on the left-bottom are transferred
to the input guidances (second column) using images of the
material taken under multiple illuminations (photometric
input) as training data. Using this data for training, Texler et
al. [2] fail to generalize to geometric distortions and illumination conditions not present in the training set.
looking for repetitive patterns, and match color statistics
or image gradients. However, most of these methods are
prohibitive due to their runtime performance or do not
generalize to any kind of visual attribute. Neural networks,
in particular, have proven successful and efficient for the
task of video stylization [2], where the user inputs a few
editing exemplars which are propagated at interactive rates
to the rest of the video. However, as shown in this paper,
such approach does not generalize to novel illumination
conditions.
We propose a novel learning-based method to propagate any
visual material attribute –estimated locally for a material– to
larger samples of it. We train a neural network per material
using image-to-image translation methods, making use of a
policy of data augmentation that makes the transfer invariant
to affine transformations (scale, rotations and shears). As
opposed to other methods that use synthetic datasets for
training and evaluation, our method is robustly tested using
a real dataset. Further, illumination invariance is obtained
by feeding the network with multiple images of the material
taken under a diverse set of illuminations, which composes
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our Photometric dataset. Our models can be trained in less
than a minute and generalize to materials with the same
microstructure.
In summary, we present the following contributions:
• The first method to use photometric data to train an
image-to-image translation model capable of propagating any kind of visual material attribute to larger
samples of the material regardless of the illumination
conditions of the input image.
• A data augmentation policy, thoroughly evaluated with
a real dataset, designed to make the transfer invariant
to affine deformations.
• Exhaustive comparisons with related work demonstrating that we can achieve more predictable and higherquality mappings with a fraction of the computational
cost.
• Further, we show that our trained models generalize to
materials with similar microstructure as the ones used
for training.

2

R ELATED WORK

Several computer graphics and vision problems are closely
related to our method. The most similar ones are those related
to any form of by-example visual attribute transfer (e.g color,
texture, style, or geometry). Besides, we also review material
estimation and capture methods.
Visual Attribute Transfer: Refers to the problem of transferring some visual attributes (e.g. color, style, texture, or
geometry) of one or many exemplars to another exemplar
while preserving its content.
This problem can be formulated within the context of Image
Analogies [3], in which the goal is to stylize a target unstylized image B, given a pair of images A (un-stylized)
and A’ (stylized). The most common approach to tackle
this problem has been via patch-based texture synthesis [7],
[8], [9]. Nevertheless, recent approaches have leveraged the
capabilities of deep latent spaces within convolutional neural
networks to disentangle style from content [10]. A seminal
work by Gatys et al. [11] uses a VGG-19 convolutional
neural network [12] pre-trained on ImageNet [13] as a
feature descriptor for images, in which style and content
are related to different layers of the network, and transferred
by gradient descent optimization. Their work on style transfer
has been extended for single images [14], [15], [16], [17] and
video [18], as well as for developing image-space distance
metrics that resemble human perception [19]. A limitation
of many of these methods are their narrow capabilities to
provide predictable edits, and considerable focus nowadays
is put towards this end [20], [21]. A comprehensive review on
the topic of neural style transfer is provided by Jing et al. [22].
Our work differs from traditional style transfer approaches
in the sense that we deal with a more constrained problem
that requires predictable outcomes.
Exploiting the power of deep neural networks in the image
analogies problem was tackled by Liao et al. [23] who, by
assuming a semantic prior over an exemplar input image
and a target one, propose a method capable of finding
a bijective mapping between both inputs, enabling twoway stylizations. Single-image generative models [24] were
extended to the image analogies problem in [25], by using

convolutional neural networks to generate a new image
with the style of an input style and the structure of another
image. These methods, however, rely heavily on content
or semantic features, making them vulnerable to lighting
or geometric differences between the input images; and
are computationally expensive, rendering them impractical
for interactive applications. Our method is robust to both
geometric distortions and illumination variations, and works
at interactive rates.
Similar in spirit to our method, as it explicitly considers
texture variations due to illumination, is the work of Fišer et
al. [26], which applies patch-match to provide illuminationdependent exemplar-based stylizations to cartoon pictures. In
contrast, our work is meant to be illumination-invariant. Also
concerned with stylization problems, Texler et al. [2] present
a method highly related to ours. They apply patch-based
training of an encoder-decoder deep neural network using
key frames stylized by a user. Resembling our approach, their
algorithm also follows a few-shot learning strategy using as
training data a few exemplar patches. However, as opposed
to our method, they do not account for the variability of
the appearance of materials under different lighting and
viewpoint so, as we show in Section 7, their method does not
generalize to unseen illuminations or geometric variations.
Image colorization is concerned with colorizing a gray-scale
image given a few colorized exemplars. In this problem, it is
critical to infer semantic relationships between the images so
that the new scene is perceptually coherent and plausible [27],
[28], [29]. Similarly, edit propagation methods [30], [31] work
by propagating strokes provided by a user to the rest of the
image, removing the need for a semantic understanding of
the input image. Our work is related to the latter techniques,
as we perform on the feature spaces of the CNNs and do
not require a large labeled dataset to effectively solve our
problem, and it can also be used to propagate segmentation
masks [32].
Textured Materials: Many real-world materials show spatial
regularities, commonly referred to as textures. The patterns
present in textures can be parameterized, which allows for
low-cost material capture or synthesis models. A way to
model textured materials is through BTFs (Bidirectional
Texture Functions) [33], [34], a technique that uses multiple camera views and lighting angles to capture a dense
sampling of the appearance of a material. Inspired by such
methods, we leverage several images of the material under
different illumination conditions, however, we require less
data than typical BTFs capture setups [35], [36]. Similarly, the
problem of extrapolating BTFs captures to larger material
samples was addressed by Steinhausen et al. [37], [38],
who propagate measured BTFs using texture synthesis. Our
method is not meant to propagate full BTFs measurements
but could potentially be applied to such datasets, as we
illustrate on the supplementary material.
The goal of texture synthesis is to reconstruct a larger image
given a small sample leveraging structural content. This is a
long-standing problem in the computer graphics field and
different strategies have been proposed, for instance, using
PatchMatch [39], texture transport [40], point processes [41],
[42], or neural networks [43], [44], [45], [46]. Also related to
our work, Li et al. [47] capture the appearance of materials
by first estimating their BRDF and, then, synthesizing the
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Fig. 2: Overview of the method. We learn a mapping between the photometric response IL of the material and a visual
property map ω . We make this mapping robust to affine transformations by means of a particular policy of data augmentation
used for training. We learn one model M per material and visual attribute, which allows us to robustly evaluate the
performance of the method under several transformations of the guidance images X. At evaluation time, M can have any
size. The training of M per visual attribute ω takes less than a minute.
high resolution microstructure from a dataset of measured
SVBRDFs. Our problem is unlike texture synthesis, as we do
not aim to create novel content but to predictably transfer
visual material attributes.
SVBRDF Estimation: The problem of estimating a SVBRDF
model from one or several images using lightweight capture
setups is becoming increasingly popular in the literature.
Early work [48], [49] leveraged Photometric Stereo [50] and
SVBRDF manifold bootstrapping [51] for surface geometry
reconstruction, while newer methods exploit the power of
deep neural networks. Recent surveys by Guarnera [52] and
Dong [53] contain the most relevant approaches. While our
method is not meant to estimate the SVBRDF properties of a
material, it can be used in combination with those techniques
to create larger material assets.
There are a few methods that follow a similar paradigm
to ours, transferring pre-estimated SVBRDF maps to a
larger material sample. Using PatchMatch texture synthesis,
Melendez et al. [4] transfer displacement and albedo maps
from small samples of the materials. Their method is limited
to daylight illumination and materials present in façades. By
means of look-up-tables, and using surface normals and
speculars as guidance, Riviere et al. [5] transfer surface
reflectance captured with controlled LCD lighting to a
material sample observed under natural lighting. Recently,
Deschaintre et al. [54] fine-tune a network trained to estimate
SVBRDFs [55], to work on larger material samples taking a
guidance image as input. This approach is limited to transfer
a pre-defined set of property maps while our method can
transfer any kind. The strategy of using multiple images
of the material under different illuminations as input data
to is not new. Li et al. [56] and Ye et al. [57] utilize a selfaugmentation strategy to make the estimation of the SVBRDF
more robust to unknown environment illumination. We are
inspired by these approaches to increase robustness in the
model predictions.

3

P ROBLEM F ORMULATION

Our goal is to transfer a D-dimensional spatially-varying
visual attribute ω of a material (for example, estimated locally
at high resolution) to a larger sample of it.
We formulate the problem with an image-to-image translation approach. For training, our method takes as input: a
photometric dataset IL , and a visual attribute ω . The photometric

dataset consisting of a number of RGB planar images of a
material, IL = {il |il ∈ <n×m×3 }, |IL | ≥ 1, illuminated with
different light sources l ∈ L, of n × m pixels. This kind of
images can be either captured with specific devices [58], [59],
[60], or synthetically rendered given an inverse material
estimation pipeline [54], [61]. The visual attribute being
a spatially-varying map ω ∈ <n×m×D of any kind, and
dimensions D, that maintains pixel-wise correspondence
with the photometric input images IL . Figure 2 and Figure 4
show examples of these images for three different visual
attributes: a stylization, a segmentation, and a normal map.
Given this data for a single material, and a strategy of patchbased training, we learn a function M that can be applied to
a new guidance image of the input material (or a similar one)
X ∈ <N ×M ×3 of any size N × M , to get its corresponding
visual attribute Ω ∈ <N ×M ×D :

M : X → Ω,
M

s.t. il → ω, ∀il ∈ IL .

(1)
(2)

At evaluation time, the guidance image X might contain
different colors, scales, illumination, or affine distortions than
the images used for training. Figure 2 shows an overview
of the training and evaluation processes. In Section 6, we
evaluate the conditions of the input guidance image upon
which the method provides robust estimations.

4

L EARNING F RAMEWORK

In this section, we describe the patch-based and data augmentation strategies used for training, the neural network
design and loss functions, and the implementation details.
4.1

Patch-based Training

Each training step takes as input a pair of corresponding
image patches taken from the photometric input IL , and the
visual attribute ω . Using this data alone already provides a
good starting point for generalizing to unseen illumination
setups. However, it is not sufficient in scenarios in which
the guidance image contains variations due to image noise,
a different scale, or any other affine distortion. In order to
make the transfer invariant to these transformations, the
network needs to be trained with the appropriate data.
Data augmentation strategies are essential for reducing the
amount of necessary data for training [62], [63], however,
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Fig. 3: The color augmentation policy takes advantage of the
material structural regularities to make the transfer robust to
different albedos. (a) A diffuse image of the portion of the
material used for training, and its corresponding normal map.
(b) Input guidance image. (c) Transferred normals without
the color augmentation policy. (d) Transferred normals using
color augmentation. Note that the training data does not
include images containing the white yarn.
random strategies not taking into account the particular
domain might degrade the quality of the prediction. We
therefore follow a pre-defined data augmentation policy
T (illustrated in Figure 2), where random operations are
performed sequentially.
Color Augmentation: Even if the microstructure of the
material is homogeneous and can be measured using only
a small patch of it, it may not be possible for the network
to estimate its visual attributes for parts of the material
which contain previously unseen colors. We correct this by
randomly permuting the color channels of the photometric
input (see Figure 3). As we show in Section 7, this data
augmentation policy also helps make the model generalize
the transfer to similar materials, by learning features that are
more related to the structure of the material than to its color.
Similar operations have been recently proposed for finding
robust visual representations on self-supervised settings [64].
Only the photometric input is subject to this transformation.
Affine Transforms: In order to allow for material editing
applications in real images, the model should generalize
to images taken under camera perspectives and geometry
distortions different than those present in the fronto-planar
images used for training. Many of such texture irregularities
can be defined as an affine transform: translation, rotation,
shear, or scaling. As CNNs are shift-invariant by design [65],
we propose to augment our datasets with random transformations for scalings, rotations, and shears. Those transforms
can be efficiently performed to images through matrix
multiplications. However, some visual property maps need
to be treated specially, as the spatial transform might have
a different behavior in 3D vector space, e.g. normals or
tangents. In those maps, each pixel is a representation of
a 3D vector. As such, we also perform the rotations and
shear operations to these maps in 3D space, by multiplying
each normal vector by the same affine transformation matrix
applied to the 2D image. We perform the rotation around
the Z axis, thus, assuming the camera sensor is parallel to
the object plane.
Cropping: Inspired by recent work on patch-based learning [2], [66], during training, the network receives small
patches of each input pair. Those patches are randomly
cropped from the randomly augmented images, so the
network receives a considerable amount of variations of
the same material, thus making generalization possible.

Network Design

We follow a uni-modal image-to-image translation learning
strategy, assuming there is only one correct mapping from
input to output image. This approach is reasonable for
the kind of transfers we test in this paper. However, it
might fail for ambiguous cases where there are multiple
suitable outputs for the same input, for which multi-modal
approaches [67] or GANs are more advisable although
harder to train. Specifically, our model M is a shallow
U-Net network [68] with 4 blocks of layers, containing a
small number of trainable parameters, inspired on fewshot learning strategies [69], [70], [71]. This type of fully
convolutional architecture is of common usage in imagespace regression problems, due to its capability of efficiently
learning patterns at different levels of abstraction thanks to
its multi-scale design. Skip connections are added to enhance
local details [68], [72]. The small number of parameters allows
for faster training and inference, as well as reduced memory
usage. We include further details, analysis and discussion in
the supplementary material.
Note that, as opposed to previous work [54] on material
transfer, that is initialized from a pre-trained network, but
inspired by single-sample image synthesis methods [24], [44],
we train one network per material and visual property. This
strategy, although increasing training time, is key for the
following reasons: First, it allows us to better understand
the generalization capabilities obtained through our data
augmentation policies. Second, it guarantees predictability of
the trained model as every feature learned by the network is
specific for each material and visual property pairs. Finally,
it removes potential problems of a biased dataset as there
is no cross-material or cross-domain learning. If the input
dataset does not contain enough variations of the material
to represent the whole material, the model will fail on areas
with unseen patterns. In those cases, having a pre-trained
network may help as a material prior, as in [54]. However, as
we show on the supplementary material, our method obtains
comparable results to pre-trained methods, with a smaller
computational footprint and with the additional flexibility
of not needing an expensive dataset and large models. In
practice, training a single network per material and attribute
is not critical as this process takes less than a minute.
Loss function: Choosing the appropriate loss function for
a learning framework highly depends on the problem. For
example, some methods [72] combine a per-pixel `1 metric
with adversarial [73] losses, as the latter allows for better
semantic mappings in multi-modal learning scenarios, whilst
the former allows for improved predictability. Texler et al. [2]
further includes a perceptual loss [74], while using a render
loss is common in methods that estimate material parameters
from photos [54], [55]. In our method, we show that using
a `1 loss for training is enough for learning accurate and
predictable mappings in our regression task, and binary crossentropy loss for semantic segmentation, following standard
practice in image segmentation [68]. We found that the `2
loss function yields overly-smooth outputs, and perceptual
loss functions like LPIPS [19] are more prone to artifacts than
pixel-wise `norm metrics. We include an ablation study of the
impact of the loss function in the supplementary material.
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Fig. 4: An overview of our evaluation dataset. (a) Five example images of our high resolution captured data illuminated
with diffuse light and four directional light sources. (b) Examples of some of our visual property maps: colorization, normals
and yarn segmentation. (c) Evaluation images taken under diffuse and directional illumination sources. Denim, (c) contains
labels for several patches used for the evaluation in Section 6. Those materials show different properties that may prove
challenging for our visual attribute transfer task. Our denim and knit fabrics show diverse color variations (different colored
dyed yarns and stochastic albedo, respectively), linen shows strong geometric variations and satin shows anisotropic optical
behavior. High-resolution copies of these images are included in the supplementary material.
4.3

Implementation details

We use PyTorch [75] as the learning framework, Adam [76]
for optimization, a learning rate of 0.002, and a batch
size of 16. The training images are randomly augmented
using uniform distributions by the following operations,
in order: First, the photometric input is subject to the
color augmentation policy. Then, both inputs and targets
are randomly rotated by an angle in the [−90, 90] range,
randomly sheared by an angle in the [−45, 45] range, and
randomly rescaled in the [0.5, 2] range of scale factors. Then,
patches of 128 × 128 pixels are randomly cropped during
training to generate a large data-set of images.
All inputs are always standardized using their own mean and
variance. Each M is trained for 1000 iterations, which takes
around 1 minute on a single Nvidia 1080Ti GPU. Due to the
fully convolutional nature of our models and their reduced
number of trainable parameters, the guidance images X
used for evaluation can be of arbitrary dimensions. We used
images of up to 5000×5000 pixels for which evaluation takes
around 150ms. We refer the reader to the supplementary
material for a comprehensive description and a diagram of
this model, as well as further implementation details.

5
5.1

DATASET AND M ETRICS
Dual-Resolution Captured Data

Our method is agnostic to the capture setup [58], [59], [60],
and it may work for any kind of input data (e.g. BTFs [34],
[35]) as long as the photometric images are pixel-wise aligned
with each other and to the visual attribute. This dataset could
also be created synthetically by rendering the outputs of
any SVBRDF estimation method [54]. In Section 7, we show
results of our method using these acquisition pipelines.
However, for the purpose of this evaluation we chose to
work with real data. The main reason is that the data

obtained with material capture devices poses extra challenges
that are difficult to reproduce with render engines. For
example, material irregularities, complex optical behavior,
or distortions and color shifts introduced by the optical
system that might cause the models to produce inaccurate
estimations.
We create a dataset containing images of the same material
taken with two imaging camera systems: a high-resolution
camera that allows us to take pictures of 0.7 × 0.9 cm, with
a resolution of 367 × 490 pixels and a macroscopic camera
which provides images of 11 × 11 cm, with a resolution of
4800 × 4800 pixels. In terms of illumination, our setup has
27 different collimated light sources uniformly distributed
across the hemisphere as well as diffuse illumination. We
build a dataset of four different textile materials, whose
complex optical behavior due to anisotropy, transmittance,
directionality and microstructure [77] turns them particularly
challenging for synthesis and editing operations [35], [78].
For training, we capture one image for each light source,
making a total of 28 different images (Figure 4 (a)). For
the evaluation set, we take one guidance image with diffuse
illumination and another guidance image with a directional
light source (Figure 4 (c)). The visual attributes (Figure 4 (b))
are generated automatically using photometric stereo [50] in
the case of normal maps and manually by artists in the cases
of colorizations and segmentation masks.
5.2

Attribute-specific Metrics for Evaluation

For evaluating our models, we choose domain-specific
distance metrics different to those they were trained with
to better understand their generalization capabilities [79].
For normal maps, we compute the cosine distance between
ground truth and estimated maps, as it accounts for the
geometric space in which normals lie. In the case of image
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Fig. 5: Qualitative results of our models under different datasets and data augmentation configurations, for different inputs
of the denim material. On the left (a), we show the results of our networks trained using different dataset configurations,
under a guidance image taken with diffuse lighting (P0 ), and three crops of a guidance image illuminated with a directional
light (P1 , P2 , P3 ) not present in the training set. Please refer to Figure 4 for the position of these crops on the larger guidance
images. On the right (b), we show the results of our photometricNet, under different geometric distortions (rotations and
shears) performed to its guidances images, taken under diffuse illumination.
segmentation, we evaluate the results using the Jaccard
similarity coefficient (IoU) [80], which is well-suited for
sparse segmentation tasks. Finally, we use the state-of-the-art
metric Learned Perceptual Image Patch Similarity (LPIPS) [19]
to evaluate the quality of the colorizations, as it has been
shown to outperform `2 norm for visual perception tasks.

6

E VALUATION AND C OMPARISONS

We evaluate our method in different settings. First, we assess
the type and amount of photometric input data necessary for
the model to generalize to different illumination conditions
and image distortions. Then, we test our data augmentation
strategy for affine transformations.
6.1

Invariance to Input Illuminations and Distortions

In this set of experiments, we aim to evaluate if the model
produces the same output after changing the training data
and input guidance images. To this end, we measure both the
impact of different illuminations and sizes of the photometric
dataset, as well as variations of the input guidance images.
6.1.1 Photometric Input
In this experiment, we study the type of photometric input
that makes the method invariant to different illumination
conditions of the guidance image. We compare three models
trained with different datasets: diffuseNet, which uses a
single image illuminated with diffuse lighting; photometricNet,
which takes as input 27 directional lights; and diphotoNet,
which uses all the 28 sources. For evaluation, we use the
macroscopic camera which captures a larger sample of the
material at a lower resolution. We take two test guidance
images with diffuse and directional lighting (Figure 4 (c)).
In this experiment, all images are aligned, therefore, we
follow a limited policy of data augmentation from Section 4.1,
applying only color augmentation, rescaling, and crops, and
leaving out rotations and shears for in-the-wild scenarios.
Figure 5 shows qualitative results of our method for a
selection of patches for the denim material. Figure 5 (a) shows
that the best accuracy is in general obtained with diphotoNet,

i.e. training with both directional and diffuse illuminations.
This is reasonable, as the model is trained using the same
illuminations used during test time. Conversely, diffuseNet, a
network only trained using diffuse lighting is less capable
of generalizing under any kind of illumination source. This
suggests that following a photometric approach for training
material synthesis models allows for better generalization
capabilities. Finally, the results for photometricNet, which is
trained only with directional lights shows similar accuracy
as diphotoNet while proving generalization to unseen illuminations. For all the results shown in the paper, we have
chosen photometricNet as our model. This has an additional
advantage from the usability perspective: it is relatively easy
and cost-effective to build a capture setup (such as the flash
light from a smartphone) or generate renders with directional
lights, while it is considerably harder to recreate both types
of illumination consistently.
6.1.2

Dataset Size Influence

Our goal in this experiment is to understand how many
images [81] taken under directional lights are needed in
order to obtain the desired invariance to illumination.
We train different models using reduced versions of our
full 27-image dataset, and compare their results to those of
the photometricNet trained on the full directional dataset.
More precisely, we train networks using 1, 3, 9 and 18
directional lights for each material and application in our
dataset following the same reduced data augmentation policy
described in the previous experiment. Instead of randomly
selecting light sources around the hemisphere, we perform
a more sensible light source sampling. Specifically, for each
reduced dataset, there is at least one light that is as close as
possible to the normal of the surface in which the material lies
on, thus giving more importance to frontal angles. We extend
these selected lights to 3 for the reduced datasets with more
than three lights. The rest of lighting sources are uniformly
sampled around the hemisphere, up to a zenith angle of 70
degrees. The supplementary material contains a diagram
of the distribution of lights in the hemisphere. Results are
shown in Figure 6, where we see that adding more lights
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Fig. 6: Error of the reduced photometricNets on our ground
truth guidance image (taken with diffuse illumination, not
present in the training dataset) for each material in the
dataset and the three visual attributes and corresponding
error metrics, which are close to the normal of the surface
in which the material lies. The width of the lines indicates
the standard variation across 5 repeated experiments, where
different light directions were randomly chosen to form the
training datasets. Please refer to the supplementary material
for the position of each light source.

Fig. 7: Output of our model under different distorted inputs:
a change of saturation, contrast, and Gaussian noise (σ 2 =
255). The number at the bottom is the cosine distance with
respect to the original estimation. As we can see, the output
is consistent with a very small error in all cases.
to the dataset monotonically increases the generalization of
every model. However, adding lights consistently shows
diminishing returns, which suggests that a capture setup
with around nine lights might be enough for relatively
accurate estimations. Similar findings are reported in multiimage SVBRDF estimation methods [61], [82].
6.1.3 Image Degradations
As discussed in Section 5.1, real captured images may be
subject to distortions, shifts and noise introduced by the
optical capture system. To fully understand the robustness
of our models with respect to these types of imperfections,
we synthetically modify the saturation, contrast and noise
present in the X guidance images. As shown on Figure 7,
M is robust to these types of degradations, even when a
fair amount of details are lost in X. We refer the reader to
the supplementary material for further examples of these
analyses and implementation details. These images were not
part of the training dataset.
6.2

Equivariance to Affine Transforms

Our goal in this experiment is to analyze the equivariance
of our model to affine distortions of the guidance images.
A function f is said to be equivariant with respect to a
transformation T if f (T (x)) = T (f (x)). Inspired by [83], we
measure the equivariance of our model M with respect to
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Fig. 8: Quantitative evaluation of the robustness of our networks with respect to different transformations T (rescaling,
rotation and shearing) of networks trained under different
data augmentation policies for the denim material. From top
to bottom, we show results on: recoloring, segmentation, and
normals estimation. Lower is better for each metric.
.
different affine transforms T performed to an input guidance
image X, by computing their difference using the corresponding metric defined in Section 5.2 d(M(T (X)), T (M(X))).
To achieve this, we extend the augmentation policy in the
previous experiments by adding random shears and rotations
to the training process. We train the photometricNet with
and without random shears and rotations for every visual
attribute in our dataset and on the denim material. In the case
of the normals, as described in Section 4.1, we also perform
the shears and rotations in the geometric space in which
normals lie.
We measure their robustness with respect to three different
transformations T : rescalings, rotations and shears. As before,
we use a guidance image taken under diffuse lighting as
input for these experiments and attribute-specific distance
metrics. Figure 5 (b) shows that not adding those transforms
generates visual artifacts for rotations and shears. Interestingly, without affine augmentations, the models hallucinates
vertical yarns, as it is the only type of data that it has seen
as input. Figure 8 shows quantitative metrics for the range
of transformations T in which we evaluated the models.
Augmenting the training dataset with both shears and rotations generally provides the best results. Furthermore, this
enhanced data augmentation policy improves the robustness
of the models with respect to the scale of its inputs. Notably,
applying random rotations during training appears to have
a larger impact than random shears on the robustness of the
models. This finding suggests that applying blind policies of
data augmentation [62], [64], [84], [85] may not be an optimal
strategy for some applications like ours, as the networks
may not learn relevant features, or overfit to noise present
in the training dataset. Finally, it is worth noting that every
network has the same number of parameters, and are trained
for the same number of iterations, which shows that the
generalization capabilities of the models can be increased at
no extra training cost.

7

R ESULTS AND C OMPARISONS

In this section, we first compare our method with related
approaches on image stylization and large scale SVBRDF
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Fig. 9: Comparison of our method with Texler et al. [2] using
a single diffuse image of the denim material as training data.
The task is to transfer the two attributes shown (Stylization
and Segmentation) to two different guidance images. Even
using a single image instead of a photometric dataset, we
achieve higher quality mappings at a lower cost. Further
results are included in the supplementary material.
material transfer. Then, we show the capabilities of our
method to generalize to similar materials to those in their
training set and present its limitations1 .
7.1

Interactive Stylizations

In the first category, the method of Texler et al. [74] allows
artists to interactively edit a few keyframes of a video and
propagate that edition to the rest of the video. As ours,
they formulate this transfer problem by training an encoderdecoder network using patch-based learning. But, contrarily
to us, they do not perform any data augmentation policy
outside of random cropping. For a fair comparison with such
method, we compare two setups: 1) using a single image as
training input, and 2) using the photometric dataset. Results
are shown in Figures 1 and 9. As Texler’s method is not
scale invariant, in both cases the training data provided
for their model has the same scale as the images used for
testing. Our models have been trained with the full policy
of data augmentation. In the first setup (Figure 9), we use
the diffuse illumination and hence compare their output
with our diffuseNet output. As shown, none of the methods
provide high quality results but our model manages to
provide closer estimations. In the second setup (Figure 1), we
train their model with the photometric input. The best results
are obtained with our method. Even though extending the
input data using photometric cues has an impact on the
quality of Texler’s results, the lack of a data augmentation
policy makes the transfer fuzzier and noisier. Further, their
combination of style, adversarial and pixel-wise losses fails
to yield predictable mappings. These results confirm the
importance of a comprehensive data-augmentation policy,
such as the one we propose when using neural networks for
image processing tasks of this kind. In addition, our model
is trained in less time with a smaller computational footprint
(1 minute vs 5 minutes).
1. In addition to the content presented in this manuscript and its
supplementary material, we provide a web project which contains
further results and visualizations.

Fig. 10: Comparison of image analogies approaches for input
shown on the left, of the denim material. From left to right:
Deep Image Analogies [23] and Structural Analogies [25].
Our results shows more accurate and predictable mappings,
at less computational cost than the alternatives.
Another way of formulating this visual attribute transfer
problem is through image analogies. Using our single diffuse
image for input, we compare our approach with two methods
as shown in Figure 10. First, the work of Liao et al. [23], that
uses deep latent spaces as image descriptors; and the method
of Benaim et al. [25] that trains single-image generative
models to find bijective mappings between the structure of
one image and the style of another. Our method qualitatively
outperforms these methods with a fraction of the computational cost: 1 minute in our case, 10 minutes in [3], 40 minutes
in [23] and 10 hours in [25]. Once trained, our models can
be used to evaluate any guidance image in real time for
materials with similar microstructure. In contrast, image
analogies methods require expensive optimizations for each
guidance image. We refer the reader to the supplementary
material for more comparisons with these methods.
Figure 11 shows additional results of material stylizations. In
these examples, we used the method of Gatys et al. [11] to
stylize a small patch of the material. Then, we trained a model
using photometricNet and diffuseNet. As the guidance
image we used a bigger image with diffuse illumination.
Compared with naı̈ve style transfer applied to the whole
image, our approach provides detailed stylizations where
the microstructure of the material is preserved. We further see
that diffuseNet provides noisier results than photometricNet,
probably due to the fact that the photometric cues help
to preserve the local shading variations. We show more
examples of this kind in the supplementary material.
7.2

Creation of Large Scale Digital Material Assets

Our method can be used to propagate SVBRDFs estimated
locally in a small area of the material to larger samples.
Figure 12 illustrates for a diverse set of materials that we can
propagate albedo and normals estimated at high resolution
in a small area of 0.7 x 0.9 cm to guidance images of 13
x 13 cm taken with a smartphone. Even though we train
the albedo and normals models separately, which does not
guarantee pixel-wise coherence between the estimated maps,
the rendered images show realistic-looking materials, even
with a diffuse material model. As opposed to the method
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Material ID
560
1581
1684
2111
Average
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SSIM ↑

PSNR ↑

MSE ↓

LPIPS ↓

[54]

Ours

[54]

Ours

[54]

Ours

[54]

Ours

0,905
0,645
0,654
0,770
0,744

0,925
0,675
0,746
0,783
0,782

31,190
29,740
29,711
32,250
30,723

32,310
29,920
30,410
32,881
31,380

0,002
0,006
0,007
0,002
0,004

0,002
0,005
0,003
0,002
0,003

0,244
0,398
0,196
0,397
0,309

0,221
0,446
0,251
0,383
0,325

TABLE 1: Quantitative comparison with [54], on the studied
materials and different performance metrics. As shown, our
method provides better pixel-wise accuracy than [54], while
their method obtains better perceptual scores.
Fig. 11: Our method allows for interactive material-aware
visual attribute transfers. Using an off-the-shelf style transfer
algorithm [11], we can transfer the style of one image Istyle
to the content of another Icontent , obtaining a visual attribute
ω . Training a Mω to learn this relationship, we can find
predictable style mappings, that we can transfer to guidance
images X, obtaining style transfers Mω (X). Learning this
transfer is inexpensive and allows for interactive editions.
Performing this transfer directly to the guidance image
generates artifacts and not-predictable mappings.

of Deschaintre et al. [54], which is trained to output directly
Cook-Torrance [87] material layers, our method is agnostic
to the parameters of the SVBRDF.
We assess the capabilities of our method on this setting using
the same SVBRDF propagation scenario as proposed in [54].
Using a small crop of a synthetic SVBRDF as input, we
render 27 images using the same directional light position as
we used in our real dataset, and train a photometricNet to
estimate the surface normals from each of those renders. We
then evaluate this model using a larger area of the material,
illuminated under an unknown lighting position. In Table 1,
we show a quantitative comparison with [54], under different
image quality metrics. As shown, our method achieves
better scores on pixel-wise metrics, whilst [54] achieves
better deep perceptual scores, as in the LPIPS metric [19].
This might be related to the design of our loss function:
we directly minimize pixel-wise differences, while [54]
is optimized using a render-aware loss. Qualitatively, as
shown on Figure 13, our method obtains comparable quality
mappings, with fewer artifacts. We refer the reader to the
supplementary material for a larger pool of examples with
a diverse set of materials. Despite capturing SVBRDF or
arbitrary materials is not the goal of our method, we include
in the supplementary comparisons with a direct SVBRDF
acquisition method [88] using our own real dataset.
A similar setting can be used to propagate attributes leveraging BTF measurements as training data. Figure 14 shows
an example using a BTF from [89]. Using Photometric
Stereo [50], we compute their surface normals and train
a photometricNet on a central crop of the BTF, using the
captures at a camera position of (φ = 0◦ , θ = 0◦ ). We then
evaluate this model using the full material surface, and a
novel camera position, of (φ = 15◦ , θ = 11◦ ). As shown, our
model is capable of working with captured BTF data. We
provide further examples on the supplementary material.

7.3

Generalization to Similar Materials

In previous experiments, we have shown the performance
of our models when the guidance image corresponds to the
material used for training. In this experiment, we show that
our models, despite being trained only on a set of captures of
a single material, generalize to materials of the same category.
Figure 15 shows some examples for models trained using our
dataset (Figure 4), taking input guidance images of different
albedos and scales. The transfer works thanks to the network
design and data augmentation strategy that is designed to
use microstructure details as guidance. Our method could
thus be used to transfer visual attributes for a diverse set of
materials by simply training one model using a single but
representative material of each category.
7.4

Limitations

Our models are not guaranteed to provide high-quality
results outside the range of input data and data augmentation
policies we train them on. This limitation is common to all
learning-based approaches. It is unlikely that the framework
is capable of generalizing to resolutions higher to those
of the training data; or down-sampled images in which
the texture details are not recognizable. Furthermore, the
type of transformations we apply to the training data may
not represent all the possible geometric variations, or nonlinear warpings that materials are subject to in the real
world. For materials which exhibit a strong variation in
their microstructure, which cannot be fully captured using a
single photometric dataset, our patch-based approach will
likely fail to generalize to the full heterogeneity. Figure 16
shows two examples of failure cases for which the test data
is not included in the training data and where the affine and
illumination transformations are outside the suitable range.
Further examples of these limitations are included in the
supplementary material.

8

C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK

In this paper, we have proposed a neural visual attribute
transfer framework capable of transferring, for a given
material, many types of visual property maps to images
of unseen patches of the same -or similar- material taken
under different illumination, capture setup, and affine distortion. To our knowledge, the proposed framework is the
first method capable of leveraging the optical behavior
of the material to this purpose by being trained using
a photometric approach. Such an approach, besides the
illumination-invariance we have shown, helps the neural
network learn better mappings between visual domains,
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Fig. 12: Results of our framework for material capture using a smartphone. Training two models, Ma and Mn with a
photometric dataset, we obtain respectively albedo and normals from guidance images taken under uncontrolled conditions,
which can be used by render engines. Here we have used Arnold [86] and a diffuse material model. Further examples are
included in the supplementary material.

Fig. 13: Comparison of our method with the Guided Fine Tuning, by Deschaintre et al. [54]. Following their algorithm, we
render the Input SVBRDFs, and train a photometricNet on those renders. As shown, our method can achieve higher quality
normal maps, with fewer artifacts. Input SVBRDFs, X, ground truth and results from Guided Fine Tuning were obtained
directly from [54]. Further examples are included in the supplementary material.

Fig. 14: Our method can work with real BTF captured data. Training a photometricNet on a crop of the material (summarized
in Training Dataset), to output surface normals, we can estimate surface normals on larger areas of the material, even under
novel viewing positions.
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Fig. 15: Generalization capabilities of our method when
evaluated on materials similar to those in their training
dataset. On the top row, we show the outputs of the model
trained on the knit in our dataset (Figure 4), and evaluated on
a different guidance images. We also show examples on linen
and denim fabrics, with different conditions of saturation,
blur, scale and illumination. Even in very challenging cases,
where the structure of the material is barely visible, as in
the overly-saturated red linen or the noisy blue knit fabrics,
our photometricNets can yield plausible results. We include
further results and the training datasets in the supplementary
material. The insets represent the training dataset by each
model, as represented in Figure 4.

Fig. 16: Failure cases of our method. As shown on the first
row, if the input dataset does not represent the heterogeneity
present in the guidance X, the model fails to yield compelling
results on unseen structures of the material, as shown on the
green box. On the second row, we show a guidance image
of the denim material X which exhibits strong geometric and
illumination variations, outside of the range in which we
train M with. As such, the model shows a poor performance
on the segmentation task.

finding a physically-based representation of the material.
Further, we have presented a comprehensive policy of data
augmentation which outperforms previous work on visual
attribute transfer given a single image of the material.
We have shown that our method can be used to transfer any
kind of visual attribute estimated locally to larger material
samples. Further, we have demonstrated that our models,
although trained on a single material, generalize to materials
of the same category. We think our findings will inspire
future work showing that smart training strategies might
alleviate the need for massive datasets.
Our method could be extended in several ways. The need for
obtaining high-resolution captures taken under different illuminations may be reduced by generating rendering images
through recent advances in inverse material acquisition [53].
Further training with multiple patches may help to cope with
material heterogeneity [2]. Similarly, our findings suggest
that extending the data augmentation policy to include
3D deformations will likely improve the accuracy. Beyond
the generation of large scale digital assets for rendering,
our method may have potential in other visual computing
applications that require a low level understanding of the
properties of the materials in real scenes. For example, the
yarn segmentation application shown in the paper might be
suitable as input to shape from texture applications. Specific
visual attributes might be useful to identify or highlight
defects for image forensics problems; or to enhance different
features in real-time or AR applications.
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